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College Republicans Take Aim at Prei
S&M Cover Offends Group Members Who Demand Apology be PublishtId
The Press, an
alternative student news
Speaking on behalf of his staff, publication, published a
Executive Editor David Ewalt defended the picture depicting de
wearing
editorial content of his newspaper, TheStony Russy
BrookPress,before the Polity Student Senate sadomasochistic gear.
yesterday. Called before the senate mainly Ewalt said the paperwas
due to promptings from Stony Brook's trying to make a
chapter of the'College Republicans, members statement about-- de
ofthePresswere on hand to discuss a satirical Russy's opposition to a
image they printed ofSUNY trustee Candice conference held at
de Russy on the cover of one of their issues. SUNY New Paltz
included
De Russy and several SUNY officials which
of
recently expressed their objections to the discussions
alternative sexual lifeimage.
"If we take the position that we can't styles. De Russy's
criticize someone in a position of power public criticisms of New
because they will withhold something from Paltz president, Roger
us, that [represents] a total'collapse of our Bowen, for allowing the
system and the way things work," Ewalt said. conference, put his
"If someone is trying to censure our future at the school in
educational rights, it's not just our right but question. In addition to
our responsibility to call that person out for the satirical image,
which superimposed de
it.
"And we will continue to call people to Russccv's face onto thep
"'-J
~~~~College Republiccan Secretary and Senator for Baruch College, Mike Mahoney (far left), brought last
be responsible for anything they due to body of a dominatrix,
ep
Isemes s S&Mcover up for debate.
abridge the rights of students in their state," the issue also contained
Ewalt said. "You should be as outraged at a-critical editorial about the negative President Shirley Strum Kenny and Press budget, Kenny admitted that there wasn't
what happened at New Paltz as we are. ramifications for free speech de Russy's Managing Editor John Giuffo that the much she could do about the paper's content.
Still, members of the Stony Brook
controversy was brought to wide public
Because effectively, if this happened at their position entailed.
The furor over the picture came months attention. In the interview Kenny criticized College Republicans questioned the
campus, Trustee de Russy could come to our
campus and say 'Polity senate you can't hold after the issue's original publication. Though the cover as being derogatory to women and responsibility of the publication and asked
your meetings, Polity senate I don't want you the issue was released November 26, 1997, anti-Catholic. She however upheld the that Pressmembers come before the student
selling genitalia shaped lollipops. You can't it was only after television news casts in paper's right to free speech. Since the Press senate to explain their actions. Member
January with interviews of University is funded by the student body through Polity's Matthew Mahoney said that students should
do whatever you want."'
be naturally concerned about the ramifications
of antagonizing those that could control future
funding to the University. Though the group
was responsible for getting members of the
Pressto appear, the College Republicans did
not themselves appear to make a united stance
before the senate.
Katkin
pointed
or
an
S/U,"
Katkin
said.
to
give
you
an
"A"
deciding
"[We can't be] using the logic of not
BY BEN VARGHESE
out that the main goal of the change is "to promote a closer interaction
Statesman Editor
criticizing people in the positions of power
because they might hold back something
The Undergraduate Research and CreativeActivities, URECA, with students and faculty." "How can I or Ann [Rotchford] know
from us," Ewalt said. "The problem we have
program at Stony Brook, has recently experienced a number of what students are actually doing in their research," she said. Katkin
with Trustee de Russy and what our editorial
policy changes as well as the resignation of URECA coordinator, said that "sometimes grading had been assigned by someone in the
office and not directly by faculty," Katkin said that by giving more
position has been, is that after this New Paltz
Ann Rotchford.
conference happened de Russy tried to fire
Rotchford's resignation, which comes off the heels of a new control to the departments will prevent "abuses" that have occurred
the president of New Paltz because they had
teaching position in her hometown of North Carolina, said that her in the past.
"We looked at past files and found that certain students who did
an academic conference that [she] did not care
leaving has "nothing to do with the new policy changes."
a project signed up for "independent study" and also signed up for
for. She tried to censor the students of New >
Rotchford, who has been the program's coordinator for five
URECA," Katkin said. "Now the faculty member in the department
Paltz. She tried to silence their voices. She
years, said that she had been eagerly waiting for the teaching position,
(q
tried to tell the students this is what you can m
but has regrets about leaving the University. "I feel excited, but at didn't know they signed up for both, so they did one project and got
and cannot discuss."
the same time, I really feel that I'm abandoning the students, I wanted double the credit."
OF
Katkin also pointed out that a committee is currently being
Ewalt said that despite whatever
to see so many of my students graduate," she said.
assembled to discuss which projects in URECA actually constitute
objections anyone may have had about the 'M
The URECAprogram under the direction of Rotchford, offered
content of the conference, ThePress'ssatirical "I
undergraduates credit hours under the department name, URE 487, research. "Some students are doing three or four projects and are
to
pieces only made a statement about the right
as well as an assigned "letter" grade for faculty-supervised getting credit for research, which really isn't research... I don't think
m
for it to take place. A majority of the senate
independent research projects. According to Rotchford, the normal it's fair that someone who washes glassware should get the same
agreed with Ewalt's position. There were
procedure for applying required students to choose a project from a credit as someone who is say, testing a hypothesis."
0Katkin said that the committee recommended that URECA
some concerns however over how The Press
list of department sponsors, contact the sponsors for possible
research offerings such as "Dr. Gerard Brogan's Emergency Medicine
would handle a possible libel or defamation
openings and then register directly with Rotchford.
law suit.
Rotchford said that students were able to register for a research be converted to courses that can taken for variable credit" since the
0.
Ewalt said the Press has always 11
project through the Office of Undergraduate Affairs located on the research is mostly administrative.
pr
Katkin also said that students registering for research, will no
consulted the Student Press Law Center in
third floor of the Melville Library, which housed the URECA
longer be placed under URE 487, but under their corresponding
Virginia over possible libelous content. The pa
program.
center serves as a non-for-profit advocate for TOe
However, a committee assembled by the Office of the Provost department. "I think it is more advantageous to show independent
AD
student publications around the country. Iw
disagreed with the current plan and implemented a new system, research in their academic department," Katkin said. "Let's say you
to
Ewalt assured the senate that accordingto the Q-A
shifting the control of the grading and registering policies from apply to graduate school, and someone looks at your record and it
SPLC, the Press' publications have not done
Rotchford to the research departments. Associate Provost for says, URE 487, what does that mean? It would look better on your
-1
anything even remotely criminal. He believed S
Educational Initiatives, Wendy Katkin, who was appointed the new transcript if it said, BIO 487, given that is your department," she said.
that existing rulings fully protect the type of
director of the URECA program, said that under the new plan, "URECA has no meaning outside this campus."
students can longer be guaranteed a "letter" grade, "The grading
^00
See Target, page 5
policy has changed in that each department has discretion in either See URECA, page 5
BY DAVE CHOW

Special to the Statesman

URECA to Undergo Changes
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Applications for all
Student Activity Board (SAB)
positions are now being accepted.
If interested, please pick up the
applications forms from the
Polity Suite SAC 202.

The deadline for all positions is
March 13th
Positions include: Executive Chair,
Concert Chair, Activities Chair,
Productions Manager,
Public Relations Officer,
Comedy and Lectures Chair
and MPB chair.
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We've moved to Melville Library W3519
Applications must be returned no later than 4:00 PM Friday, March 6th

For more information call 632-6710
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The third annual Leadership Symposium on
Student Community Wellness was held yesterday in the
Student Activities Center. This year's theme for the
symposium was "Cross Cultural Conflict in the
Education Community."
The program, which was jointly sponsored by the
Student-Community Development Graduate
Specialization, the School of Social Welfare, and the
OfEfice of the Vice President for StudentAffairs, featured
an interactive panel presentation by nationally prominent
speakers including Dr. Graham B. Sapnier, president of
Pennsylvania State University and Dr. Frank G. Pgue,
Jr., president of Edinboro University of Pennsylvania.
Dr. Bruce Hare, professor ofAfrican-American Studies
at Syracuse University, was also included in the panel.
This year's focus on cross-cultrual conflict arose
from the reportedincrease in incidents provoked by bias
and intolerance witnessed within the educational
community, as well as withinAmerican society at large.
"This issue continues to be one of concern both
nationally and here in New-York" said Dr. Fred Preston,
vice president for Student Affairs. "It is the most
persistent issue in terms of the need for improvement.
This is evidenced in the high number of incidents around
the country."
Angel Campos, special assistant to the dean of the
School of Social Welfare, said "The program was
excellent because the speakers discussed the technical Vi'ce-President for Student Affairs, Dr. Fred Preston said that a hard look must be taken at bias that is taking place
and legal aspects of race relations, disscussed ways to at Universities throughout the nation.
improve relations, and commented on moral issues. In all, always fear legal entanglements when striving to improve Hare also spoke about race being a "state of mind" and argued
our purpose was to consider various ideas about improving race relations.
that universities must pay attention and foster pluralism.
relations, and we have been successful."
Pogue took a different approach by focusing on a family
Several of the graduate students who played a role in the
University President Shirley Strum-Kenny turned out theme. He said he has attempted to create a university family organization of this event commented on the success of the
to commence the symposium. In a serious tone, Kenny said at Edinboro University in the sense that he "brings people symposium. Colette Reid, a first-year graduate student in the
that these are "scary times" because campus climates around together" and shows a real effort to be out in the campus School of Social Welfare, said "the presentations went
the country indicate that race relations may be deteriorating. community. He also said that he promotes community extremely well, this is one step towards building the color"We are drifting in ways that we should not be drifted," Kenny gatherings for all members of the university (even thejanitors blind society that we so desperately need." Suzanne
admonished, referring to the increase in bias incidents on and kitchen staff) and responds to the personal crises of Velazquez, also a first-year graduate student in the School of
campus that have recently been reported.
students and faculty alike.
Social Welfare, expressed similar sentiments. According to
Spanier, the first panelist to speak, warned against always
Hare spoke last and provided the most enthusiastic and Velazquez, the event has already moved a step closer to
"listening to our lawyers so that we can avoid problems." He engaging commentary. Throughout his speech, Hare varied fostering better relations. "We brought together all aspects of
argued that university president's have a responsibility to between jocular and serious positions. He stressed the need the educational community to disscus this important topic,
initiate new programs to promote diversity and must not to "de-reacialize" or language and "'-'de-otherize" our dialogues. and that was our purpose."
L

Press Defends S&M Cover
conference thought it was worth discussing."
In the end the senate found itself overwhelmingly in
satire the Press engages in. In addition to the consultation, support of the Press's right to it's editorial content. Though
Ewalt said the SPLC would serve as legal aid for free in case the senate had several disciplinary options such as freezing
a suit was brought.
the paper's budget, none were discussed. In closing, when it
Certain senators questioned the guarantee of free legal was suggested that the Press might print an apology to de
aid and were concerned with Polity's liability if the Press Russy, Ewalt said he declined to discuss editorial content
were to be sued. Ewalt said that thePress is in the process of before first discussing it with his other editors but said he
becoming a non-for-profit corporation, and thus would doubted that they or the majority of the student body would
become an independent entity from Polity. An incorporated want to apologize. Polity Vice-President Diane Lopez only
organization would only bring liability to itself.
asked Ewalt if the paper would be more careful in the future.
The strongest words of support from the floor came from
Senator Cari Munves asked Ewalt why the Presswould
support the conference considering that there were supposedly Statesman Editor in Chief Peter Gratton.
how-to discussions on pimping of young boys.
"It seems the Press was dragged down here as part of
"The conference was a conference on women's rights some grandstanding effort and not for any legitimate reason,"
and alternative sexuality," Ewalt said. "The thing that we Gratton said. "We have disagreements with the Pressall the
were quoted on about pimping boys, I don't even know what time but it was obvious to anyone with a little reason that no
that was about or even if that was part of the conference.. It one was getting sued. You guys shouldn't have any control
may have been one thing discussed. "Other things discussed over their editorial policy. Let them do their show, that's
at this conference were things like day-care, what are the what they are here to do. When you drag them down here
rights of homosexuals, what are the roles for women in today's time and again they can't do theirjob, which is to pick on the
business world," Ewalt said. "Pulling out one particularly de Russy's, on the people who are trying to take away your
offensive item like pimping young boys and using that to rights. All your trying to do here is to pull back some of those
condemn the entire conference is exactly what Trustee de rights a little more. I think this body needs to apologize to the
Russy is trying to do. There was a lot of value at that Press, let them get out of here, let them do their jobs and go
conference. The students at New Paltz who-held the home."
L

From Target, Page 3

New Rules for URECA
From URECA, Page 3
Although most students were pleased about an increased
faculty involvement, many expressed their disapproval of the
new grading policy. "I feel it's good because it facilitates
better faculty-student relation, which is a crucial aspect of a
research venture," said senior, Bianca Lobo. "But when they
use an "S" as a grade, it doesn't accurately rank a student's
ability in comparison to other research associates."
"I work hard and I come prepared and I do my part
within the structure of the class and I would like to get
recognition for it; an "S' gradejust doesn't cut it," said Carly
Hein, a freshman.
"As far as the grading policy," Katkin said. "I had
about three students complain about it, but overall students
haven't had a problem with it. But what I'm going to do
is start looking at the grades and maybe it will turn out to
be a problem, but if we find it is , then we'll go from
there."
Katkin said that despite complaints regarding the
grading policy, student involvement in the program is
high, mainly because of internet accessibility. "One of
the main reasons why student participation is up is because
we are now on the web," she said. Katkin said students
can find a list of all types of research from any department.
"These changes are not meant to de-emphasize
research , but we feel that it is important to make sure
that students have a good research experience," Katkin
said.O
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Let Your Voice Be Heard In Albany
BY DAMIEN TAYLOR
SPECIAL TO THE STATESMAN

Higher learning doesn't
mean high tuition. In case you
haven't heard, Governor Pataki
has decided that this will be the
first year, during his tenure, that
there will be no tuition increase.
But what he didn't say was why
and the answer is simple. It is
an election year. Governor Pataki
is running for re-election and
since there are hundreds of
thousands of students and
parents out there voting, he
decided to throw them all a bone
to suck on and remember when
November comes.
Governor
Pataki
has
allocated money to Stony Brook,
money which is allocated to
refurbish the Engineering Quad,
build a new stadium and
reconstruct other areas. These
allocations, along with Charles
Wang's contribution, will

definitely increase student
enrollment. But none of this will
be established to benefit the
current students of Stony
Brook. What Pataki doesn't
want the students to know
about is the four million dollars
needed for the dining facilities
situation he has so kindly left
for the students to pay for.
Tuition has gone up by
160% in the last eight years
alone and thanks to the huge
increase for dining, Governor
Pataki was proud to introduce
a Budgetary Surplus of $80
million dollars Don't you think
that since we the students were
the ones who gave him this
surplus, that he should give the
SUNY students a percentage of
it back?
This is why START '98
(Students Taking Action to
Reduce Tuition) was created,
NYPIRG at Stony Brook, along

with its 18 other chapters across
New York State, are all taking
part in the Higher Education
Lobby Day on Monday March
2nd.
Higher Lobby Day will be an
all day trip up to Albany in which
students from across the state
will meet with senators and
assemblymen to discuss the
concerns of their ' SUNY
students. To sign up for this
trip, come down to room 079
in the lower level of the
Student Union or call Project
Coordinator Todd Stebbins at
2-6457 Mon-Fri 10am-5pm.
Seats will be limited.
NYPIRG also has other
issues which are critical to the
students
and
our
surroundings. The NYPIRG/
Polity Book Exchange, which
allows students to buy books
from each other and cut out
the ridiculously high profits of

StonyBooks and Wallaces, is
off to a great start. The Small
Claims Court Action Center is
here to give students and
adults
free
procedural
assistance on how to file and
pursue a Small Claims Action.
The Homeless' Outreach
Center is always looking for
donations of both food and
time. We are expecting to have
a.banner year at Stony Brook
during our Volunterathon in
March. Environmental issues
like global warming and
pesticides, and anti-tobacco
advertisements are gaining
ground in their field as well.
To see how you can get
involved here at Stony Brook,
come down to our- Student
Action Meeting on Wednesday,
Feb. 25 at 7:30PM-in room
236 -of the $tudent Union or
stop by our office in room 079
in the Student Union.

Iraqi Problem Has More Than One Solutior1
To the Editor:

As I write this the United States
is preparing to bomb Iraqi targets
as punishment for not following the
directives of the United Nations in
giving unconditional access to all
sites in their country. The United
States is justified in bombing Iraq
because Saddam Hussein has been
purposely and intentionally
blocking the progress of the UN
inspectors for seven years. That is
staggering considering that it took
the U.S. the same amount of the
time to rebuild a war devastated
Japan from the ground up at the
end of World War Two.
00
o\
Saddam Hussein can not be
c bargained with. The only language
o^ that he understands is force,
>, which is very unfortunate but also
ed very true. This was proven in 1991
D when, after six months of intensive
i diplomacy by just about every
; country of the world, only force.
r
could compel Saddam Hussein to
. get out of Kuwait. We are dealing
with a man who is ruthless and
devoid of compassion as he has
fg not only used biological weapons
| on another country (Iran), but on
S
his own people as well. He has even
" killed members of his own family.
X While we have made some
g progress in cutting down his
9 arsenal, there are still more hidden
= throughout his country and
d anyone who thinks otherwise is
naive at best.

In the last couple of weeks
Iraq has offered compromises
allowing UN access to some
presidential sites but this is no
way good enough. They have no
right to dictate to the UN what
the terms of the inspections will
be.
They
must - allow
unconditional access to all sites
without negotiation. While this
may seem unfair and unyielding
to some, you must understand
that Iraq was a conquered nation
that started and lost a war and
thus must pay this price which
is only to remove their weapons
of mass destruction, nothing
more. By not yielding to Iraqi
demands of compromise we are
sending a firm message to other
countries who might think about
starting a war that if you do start
a way and lose it the cost will be
high which will serve to make
them much more hesitant to start
a war in the first place.
--We must-be firm and resolute
in our determination to Iraq to
comply fully with the resolutions
agreed upon in 1991. While an air
raid would add on to the suffering
of the Iraqi people this would pale
in comparison if we allowed
Saddam Hussein to keep some
weapons of mass destruction
which one day may be used against
other people, that would truly be a
tragedy.
Sincerely,
DaviLapinsky

(Stephen Prestonreplies:I would
like to clarifysome of the reasons that
we must oppose the seemingly
imminentbombing ofIraq. Idiscussed
some of the probableulteriormotives
of the United States' government in
invading Iraq, and asked people to
oppose the action on the basis that
PresidentClintonwas lying aboutthe
reasonsfor the bombing. The most
pressing reasonto oppose this military
action is not because the American
government is corrupt or because
Saddam Hussein really isn'tso bad.
The bombing must be opposed
because no matter what Clinton's
actualgoalsare, this bombing cannot
possibly accomplish it, and will only
kill innocent Iraqis. The economic
sanctions, which Clinton has
steadfastly supported in theface of
significant opposition, are equally
ineffective, and equally destructive.
Lapinsky at least knows that
there were 6 months of diplomacy
before the 1991 war; but does he
know that Iraq-actually offered toleave Kuwait before the war?
Diplomatic means were indeed
attempted, but the U.S. rejected all
peacefulproposals.Perhapsourown
government also understands no
languagebutforce,
Several thousands of innocent
civilians were killed when our
military's"smart"bombs missed their
targets, or when they were aimed at
civilian targets (such as the bomb
shelter we notoriously destroyed).

Hundreds of thousands of soldiers,
drafted into Iraq's military under
mandatory conscription laws, were
killed as they were fleeing Kuwait
along what is now known as the
"Highway of Death" leading from
Kuwait to Iraq. The U.N. estimates
conservatively that around500,000
children under age 5 have diedfrom
easily preventable diseases or
starvation. The totalbody countjust
from sanctions is well over one
million. This is approximately the
entire population of Suffolk County.
Try to imagine every person you've
ever seen dead, because of some
arbitrarygovernment policy. Then
think about Madeline Albright's
statement that although it's a tough
decision, she thinks the deaths are
"worth it". This is not a "tough
decision",this is genocide.
The only way to get Iraq's
government to comply with U.N.
resolutionsis diplomatically. Iraqhas
alreadyoffered to let U.N. inspectors
into its Presidentialsites under a
limited timefiame, andit is willing to
negotiatefurther. The U.S. should
acceptlraq'soffer to negotiate, should
lift sanctions so thatfood and
medicinecan beu
illyprovidedto Iraq,
and must not use its militaryagainst
the Iraqi people. If Clinton and
Albright carried out their homicidal
plan against twelve people, they
would rightly be called serial killers.
We cannotallow them to murderany
more innocentIraqis!)

7

Polity Lives Up To Expectations
We'd like to pre-empt our
usual editorial about something
important to bring you this
newsflash: Polity does nothing.
Have we said this before? This
time we mean it. But if you had
just returned from attending the
most recent Polity meeting, you
would know why.
What started as a simple
motion against the Stony Brook
Press to revoke their funding
turned into a three ring circus
of shouting, cursing and calling
people out of order. The

meeting and subsequent vote,
which should have taken half
an hour at most, took over an
hour. At the end, some of us
thought the debate was not
just to decide what to do with
the Press but also to show just
how immature many of the
Polity Senators have become.
This entire fiasco stems
from a November cover and
editorial of the Press, in which
Candace deRussy, a SUNY
Trustee, was lambasted for her
stance on a controversial
conference at SUNY New Paltz.
The conference also resulted in
the reprimanding of New Paltz
President Roger Bowan.
David Ewalt, Executive
Editor for the Press, was called
before the assembled Senate to
speak on behalf of the
newspaper. This was Polity's first
mistake. There was no reason for
the Press to be called before the
Senate. They were, in effect,
answering for a crime which they
did not commit. Dragging them
from their office to- defend
themselves was totally pointless.
Not only was it pointless to
bring the Press before Senate, it
was pointless to even hope that
the Senators could conduct
themselves in a proper and
reasonable manner. The debate
dissolved into hopelessness with
the words of the first speaker,
Frank Santangelo, a resident
student. He made a fool of
himself after his almost endless
rant about the conference itself
(which we will point out played
only an indirect part in the
editorial) failed to hold the
attention of the group for more
than five seconds. The simple
reason for that: it had nothing
to do with the topic-at hand.
Talking about a group that-might'
have been represented at a
-conference that took place
almost five months ago usually
isn't very interesting and timely.

And even though the phrase
"pimping little boys" was
mentioned more than once, we
caught a good number of the
senators looking around the
room blankly, trying to grasp
for the meaning of the
redundant speech. Thankfully,
Polity Vice President Diane
Lopez asserted herself and cut
the man off.
Unfortunately, this rant
was the fuel for many of the
questions directed towards

Ewalt. Among the barrage of
inquisitions was one that we
found particularly amusing,
namely, did he "condone the
pimping of little children."
The only valid question we
saw the entire night was one
directed by an older member
of the group, who asked if
Polity had the money to afford
legal counsel for the Press
should they be sued for
defamation of character. Ewalt
answered the question
the
quickly,
assuring
members of the Senate that
they would not be sued and,
if they ever were, that they
would be represented by the
Student Press Law Center, a
not-for-profit group. This
should have calmed all fears
that Polity might have had
about having to scrape the
money together for lawyers. Of
course; as we all know though,
this wasn't the case. It took
about four more people to askbasically the same question
for it to be railroaded into the
skulls of the senators.
Things got really ugly when
Mike Mahoney, a Senator who
also happens to be a member
of the College Republicans,
motioned to force the Press to
write an apology to Candace
deRussy in which they would
say they were wrong for
printing a cover that depicted
her in so ugly a manner.
Luckily this was met with swift
opposition. It also never
should have happened. The

Press, which currently does
receive Polity funding, will become
incorporated in a matter of weeks.
After that Polity can tell them to
write all the letters they want and
nothing will ever come of it.
Sadly, this wasn't the worst
part of the meeting. That-} came
when one of the Commuter
Student Association Senators,
Kerri Munvos, lowered herself to
contesting the declaration of
Lopez, who called her out of
order following an uncalled for
outburst.
In the end, the Press was
vindicated, as everyone
thought they would be. If
everyone knew this would
happen, what was the point
of dragging them down there
pointless
to
answer
questions?
Hiding in the fray were
the College Republicans, a
recently reformed group that
has a need to make themselves
known. This group, many of
their main members former
Polity Executive candidates,
needed a place to announce to
the world that they were back in
full force and of course, this was
the place. Starting with a letter
from Mike Tschupp in February
2 issue of The Statesman
condemning the editorial and
cover, the College Republicans
have been on a crusade to
remind students that they exist
at the expense of the Press.
There's no justice in that.
There was no reason for the
Press to be dragged down to the
Polity meeting. It was a waste of
time for everyone involved.
Except, of course, for the College
Republicans. They accomplished
their goal of reminding students m
m
of their existence.
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USB DininS is now on the WEB!
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Want to know where to eat?

0
m

dining hours?
daily menus?
Visit the SUNY at Stony Brook Dining Service web site at
httP://www.sunysb.edu/fsa/dining or follow the link from the University's main web
site to the Faculty Student Association web site, then to West CamPus Dining.

See Ya there!
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Seawolves'HOckey
BY DR. TOM GIUSTO
Special to the Statesman

With three games remaining in
the season, the 11-3-1 Seawolves
hockey team has officially clinched
a play-off berth. The final contest
of the regular season is on March 1,
where they will face off against
NYU. The Seawolves will be
hosting a first round playoff game
the following Sunday, March 8.
Their opponent has yet to be
determined.
Stony Brook has won 6 of their
7 contests in the second half of the
season, including a 14-3 drubbing
of cross-island rival CW Post, last
Sunday at the Rinx. The Seawolves
scored eight times in the first period
and notched five power play goals
during their assault on the Pioneers.
Captain Joe Gallo, Rob Marabella
and Kris Zaybak all tallied three
goals a piece and goaltender, Greg
Christopher made 21 saves in the
lopsided victory.
- The Seawolves had increased
their record to 9-2-1 with a 6-5 road
victory at New Paltz on February
4th and then hosted the defending
champion Wagner Seahawks on
February 8. Wagner entered the
game with an 8-0-1 record, their
only tie coming against Stony Brook
last November. With the largest and
most boisterous crowd ever to
assemble at the Rinx, Wagner
jumped out to a quick 2-0 first
However, the
period lead.
Seawolves electrified the crowd by
tying the contest with two scores in
a span of one minute by Joe Gallo
and Tom Ingald.
Wagner led 3-2 after twenty
minutes. However, Seawolves

Clinch:Bid

sniper Ray Doyle deadlocked the
game at three early in the middle
period, on a score set-up by Ken
Barry and Joe Gallo. The game
remained three a piece until
Wagner's Mike Cammarata scored
his third goal of the game with 7:08
remaining in the third period on a 5
on 3 power play. Although the
Seawolves lost 4-3 to Wagner, they
played well versus the best team in
the league,showing that Stony
Brook may possibly be a serious
threat to Wagner's hopes of repeating
as MCHC Champions in 1998.

For Playoff :s

The Seawolves rebounded from
the one goal defeat to Wagner with
a 9-8 victory at Columbia last
Wednesday. Stony Brook led 7-5
after 40 minutes and 9-5 in the third
period when the Lions tallied three
late goals to cut the deficit to one.
Stony Brook held on in the final
moments to sweep-the season series
from Columbia, which brought
them to 10-3-1 as they entered the
contest versus CW Post last
Sunday.
After their 14-3 defeat of the
Pioneers last Sunday, Stony Brook

will travel to the Long Island Skating
Academy in Syosset to face CW Post
this Saturday, 2/21. The Seawolves
are 5-1-1 on the road this season, and
they are 3-0-1 in their last 4 contests
versus CW Post dating back to the 199596 campaign, and look to continue their
winning ways with the play-offs right
around the corner.
The next Seawolves Hockey
Broadcast on WUSB, 90.1 FM is
Sunday 3/1/98 at 8 PM versus NYU.
Tune in- on Sunday, 3/8/98 at 8 PM
for Seawolves Playoff action LIVE on
WUSB, 90.1 FM.

Black Widows Strike Again
BY JAWAD HASAN
Statesman Staff

It has been a rough season for the
women's rugby team. A team that once
epitomized what women's rugby should
be took a slight setback when 10 out of
their 15 A-team starters graduated last
May. During the fall '96 season the team
had a record of 7-1. They missed their
opportunity to go to the Northeastern
Championships when they lost to
Rutgers. This fall season the team had a
record of 1-2-1. Their only win was
against Rutgers, the one team that has
evaded them for many years in the past.
Coach Marty Rosenthal said "We have a
very young team this year, we only have
one senior on the team. This will be a
year of rebuilding."
Though unknown to the rest of the
USB populace, the women's rugby team
began during the Spring '93 season. The
team during this time was under the
guidance of Ed Chase, a former men's
rugby player. Until Rosenthal took

the proceedings in this matter. Title 9
states that for every male athletic program
there must be an equivalent women's
sports program. Only D-I teams use this,
but since Stony Brook is in the running
to become a Division I school, Rosenthal
should have an easy time getting NCAA
status.
This spring the team will be traveling
New
Orleans to play teams such as
to
Weslyn,
and William and Mary.
Loyola,
Balcom says
captain
Michele
Team
are
a
way
for
us to make a
"These trips
name for ourselves and bond a little."
Last year during a tournament that was
hosted here at USB the seawolves came
in second place. 'There were a large
number of teams there including big
names such as Yale and Radcliff
University.
These days the team is practicing in
morning
and trying to recruit other
the
players. There will be meetings held
every Tuesday night in room 236 in the
Student Union starting Feb. 23rd.

control in Fall '95 the rugby team had
only dabbled in scrimmages with other
teams, there had never been a regulation
game. This was the first thing
implemented by Rosenthal, this fall
season the women's team played their
first official match.
By the next year (Fall '96) the team
had-been added to the Metropolitan
N.Y. Rugby League. This league
consists of approximately four teams
combining both D-I and D-II teams.
There are only five teams in Division I.
These are Columbia, Fordham, Rutgers,
Vassar College, and USB. Rosenthal
said "Next fall there will be a lot of
reconstruction, a lot of Division II teams
will move to Division I."
Rugby is a sport not recognized by
the NCAA. It is Polity funded and all
the rugby teams are under the domain
of the USA Rugby Association.
Rosenthal hopes to get NCAA
recognition within the next five years.
He believes that "Title 9" will quicken
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You 're pregnant?
You're frightened?
Please let us help.
Life can be a wonderful choice.
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Alternatives to Abortion
Free pregnancy testing,
information, counseling, and
assistance.
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Tuesday, February 10
6:50 a.m.
A computer, monitor and steel pushcart valued
at approximately $3,500, was stolen from the
Graduate Physics building. University Police
said that there were signs of forced entry.

A specimen container valued at $125 was
stolen from the third floor of the University
Hospital. It was unclear whether or not
specimens were in the container.

8:07 a.m.
A student driving on South Loop Road near the
Life Sciences building said that her car skidded
on an ice patch and ran off the road into a ditch.
The woman was not injured and a tow-truck
was called.

9:33 p.m.
A male visitor at the University Hospital was
arrested for disorderly conduct and resisting
arrest when he became abusive after being
asked to leave the hospital. Upon arguing with
the Administrative Duty Nurse, the man
allegedly punched the nurse and fled. He was
found by University Police in the lobby and
confessed to have taken 15 mg of Valium and
many beers before the incident occurred. The
subject incurred minor injuries during the
arrest and was treated in the hospital
emergency room.
Thursday, February 12-

1:58 p.m.
Two ladders, ceiling tiles and a tool-box were
stolen from the University Hospital
construction site. The estimated value of all
items was $3,500.

4:07 a.m.
While on foot patrol in the Graduate Physics
building a University Police officer noticed that
a door had been forcibly opened. Upon further
inspection it was found that a monitor valued
at over $700 had been removed.

2:38 p.m.

Friday, February 13

University Police arrested a man for criminal
impersonation and petit larceny. No other
information was given.

Wednesday, February 11

1:00 a.m.
A sink was found ripped out of the wall of the
2nd floor men's bathroom in the Student Union.
The cost of the sink was not ascertained.

9:24 p.m.

11:48 p.m.

A Hendrix college resident reported that his
Sony Playstation, four games and a control unit
were stolen from his suite. The total estimated
value was $350.

A microbiology book valued at $80 was stolen
from the reading room of the Life Sciences
building. The victim said that she'had left the
book unattended and when she returned it was
gone.

10:22 p.m.
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2:40 a.m.
University Police responded to a noise
disturbance from Eisenhower College. When
they arrived they found at least four intoxicated
males who were then asked to return to their
homes.
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SERVICES
Landscaper Designer/Gardener, annual & perennial design, seasonal displays
Bartenders, Waiters, Waitresses and counter installation & maintenance. Specializing in
Help. Experience necessary. Apply in person. earth friendly organic methods, Victorian/
Monday-Thursday after 3 pm at the Park English/Cottage designs, 765-6942
Bench 1095 Rte 25A, Stony Brook
Fax service: $.50 per page (including cover
Free T-Shirt + $1,000 Credit card fundraisers sheet). Call 632-6480 or come down to rm 057
in the Stony Brook Union.
for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organizations can raise up to $1,000
COMPUTER SERVICES
by earning a whooping $5.00/VIS application
Call 1-800-923-0528 ext 65. Qualified callers ORNACO: Computer services for homes' and
businesses, LOTUS NOTES FROM HOME,
receive a Free T-Shirt
internet, websites, networks, software,
Summer positions for students and faculty.
hardware, repair, training, service and help
SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS:
plans. Flat rates. 9am - 8pm, 7 days. 751-6754
Lifeguard/WSI
WE DO WINDOWS
SPORTS INSTRUCTORS: Soccer, Basketball, Baseball, Tennis, Gymnastics,. Aerobics.
- ___
FOR SALE
NURSING: RN, EMT, LPN. TEACHERS:
Catskill mountains - 5 acres of land. Top of
Drama, Dance, Music, Arts, Crafts, Science,
mountains, level, wooded, secluded and
Computers, Nature, Farming & Gardening.
Top Salary. Please call for appointment,. The surveyed. Must sell! No reasonable-offer
refused. 666-8107, leave message.
Laurel Hill School, 'E. Setauket,
.f. ~. z........................ .................
(516) 751-1154.
.........
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
1984 VW Cabriolet Convertible, A/C, AM/FM,
Wanted Immediately: Singer, bassist, and well maintained, new tires, brakes, rotors.
drummer for new forming band with show Great value, $600 neg., 289-9194
scheduled. If interested beep Dave 339-3283
QCI CLEANING SERVICE P/T and F/T
positions available. Flexible hours, excellent
pay. House and office cleaning. Transportation and training provided. 24 hours/7 days
per week. (516) 751-5133

1995 Plymouth Voyager SE. Cruise, power
mirrors, tilt steering, 7 passenger 3.3
6-cylinder engine, 80K highway miles mint
condition. $9,500 call 666-8107

Data Entry. Knowledge of Microsoft Office
helpful. 20 hrs. week.'Casual atmosphere.
Port JeffVillage. Flexible hours, $ negotiable
call Kevin (516) 476-1558

Got something to say about Stony Brook?
Seeking writers for opinion page of the campus newspaper. Must be articulate. No
experience is necessary. Also seeking very responsible assistant editors for editorial
page. Call Gina or Peter at 632-6479 for
details.

VOLUNTEERS WANTED

Sta tesman
Classifieds Work!

Campus-'Newspaper looking for enthusiastic
writers interested in covering campus events.
If interested please call Alex or Raya
at 632-6479.

Call 632-6479
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for more
information.
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- FOR RENT
Port Jefferson Village 2 room apt, 2
bathrooms, $750. Also efficiency studio $500
walk to all. Available immediately. 473-2499.
TRAVEL
Spring Break '98 Get Going!!!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida. Group
Discounts & Free Drink Parties! Sell 5 & go
free! Book Now !!!Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800234-7007 www.endlessummertours.com
Spring Break '98 Get Going!!!
Panama City beachfront hotels from $99! 7
nights beachfront, daily free drink parties, &
free cover at best bars! Visa/MC/Disc/Amex
1-800-234-7007
www.endlessummertours.com
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL EUROPE-SUMMER
'98 Northeast Dep's - $329 R/T Caribb/Mexico
$199 R/T Florida $79"0/W Puerto Rico $99
O/W Call 212-864-2000 http:www.airhitch.org
SPRING BREAK - Cancun and Nassau from
$399 Air, Hotel, transfers, Parties and More!
Organize small group - earn FREE trips plus
commissions! Call 1-800-Spring Break,
1-800-777-4642

Work on TV News!
Work with The Statesman!
You get to choose!
Work behind the scenes! Get
Published! Get on TV! Do some
investigative reporting! Direct!
Produce! Edit! Maybe even get
Credit!! Looks GREAT on your
resume. Interested? Contact
Jawad at Statesman, Union 057/
058. Leave a message in Jawad's
mailbox or email:
jhasan@ic.sunysb.edu
_.-- Beeper
----- ------- 276-6305
. ---- ----- .---- .-----

-
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A Healthy Investment in Your Future
Health Care. Those two words have
been the source of much discussion
recently. Probably because we as a nation
know the importance of investing in a
healthy future.

r

PART AND FULL TIME COUNSELORS
Community residence program for psychiatrically disabled adults.
'Provide training and support in independent living skills
to residents disabled by mental illness.
Full Time Positions available in Huntington & Brookhaven Town.
Competitive Salary, excellent benefits

So do millions of patients who choose
chiropractic as their preferred source of

health care. The chiropractic beliefs in
fitness, nutrition, prevention, and natural
maintenance make good sense.
.

Wellness, you see, is the normal
state of being.

::

Part-Time Positions Available In
Suffolk County
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New York State government agrees. The)
have recently passed the Insurance
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Alternate Weekends $253 - $355 per weekend
begin Friday at 3 pm with on-premises/on-call ovemrnights
Weeknight positions available
Mon /Wed or Tues/Thurs $142-$191 per week
Begin at 4 pm with on-premises/on-call overnights
Education or experience, training provided
Good driver's license required
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chiropractic care.
For over 75 years, New York Chiropractic
College has upheld a tradition of
excellence in chiropractic higher
education. Our combined traditions, old
and new, have built the base from which
the chiropractic doctors of the future are
created.

A1 NEW YORK
I l^^^CHIROPRACTIC

Choose New York Chiropractic College.
A healthy investment for today and
tomorrow.

Inc.

202 East Main Street e Smithtown, NY I I787

4

Equality bill that mandates insurance
coverage for

EOE

Call us today at 800-234-NYCC (6922)
to schedule a visit of our beautiful
286-acre campus in central New York.

COLLEGE

2360 Route 89 Seneca Falls,
NY 13148-0800
Phone: 315/568-3040 or
800/234-NYCC (6922)
Fax: 315/568-3087
E-mail: enrolnow@nycc.edu
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Accountant
* Tax Returns
* Financial Advice
* Accounting
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Certified Public Accountant

98 Sycamore Circle * Stony Brook
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Come try out our
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Dance Floor & Stage

IRS 30 Years
aMember.
* Assoation of
Govemment Accountants
*New York State
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FloridaBand Falls Shy ofSuce

s

Pee Shy's latest album doesn't reach its potenti al
that talent. The reason for this lack
of interest is due to the absence of
choruses throughout the music.
When trying to make a great Verse after verse, those of you
album, there are a few rules you need waiting for a chorus will be very
to follow for success. The first rule dissapointed.
is that the songs you sing need to
Pee Shy comes to us off the
have some sort of "catch," to get Mercury Record Label, the same
your listener hooked on the music. label that brought us Mighty Mighty
The next rule states that you must Bosstones and The Cardigans.
add some feeling to the sound, you Even though these groups are listed
can't just say the words and hope on the same label, it does not mean
your fans can interpret a meaning. they are as talented. Pee Shy could
The final rule, although not as do a lot better if they had somebody
important is still worth mentioning, with ability writing their songs for
and that is the name of your band. them. As it stands right now, they
This is not a joke, a name can say a remain self-sufficient when it comes
lot to somebody who has never heard to the music. The band should focus
your music before. Pee Shy's new on playing the music, not writing it.
album, Don't Get Too: Comfortable I believe that if Pee Shy were
just doesn't make the grade. While presented with good music, they
Pee Shy, a Florida band, does give could very easily rise to the top, but
us enthusiasm, their songs don't pull not as they are now.
us in, nor does their band name-it
Perhaps the most irritating thing
definately leaves a lot to be desired. about Pee Shy is their name. The
Don't Get Too Comfortable is name has no significance, but serves
Pee Shy's follow up album to Who only as a stumbling block to their
LetAll The Monkeys Out? . With the success. Of course, there are band
exception of "Fear," Pee Shy's songs names out there that stretch the
just don't keep you interested. They limits of good taste, but Pee Shy has
have the talent needed for the music, gone way past the limits of taste.
but the music just doesn't illustrate Bodily fluids and emotions just
BY JIMMY FORD
Statesman Staff

Pee Shy (L-R: Orrico, Wheeler, Guidera, Juristo)

don't go well together when it comes
to making up band names. There is
still hope though, if Pee Shy does
come out with a string of hits, they
can always change their name to
something less irritating.
While you may want to check

out "Fear" if it comes out as a single,
I wouldn't advise buying this album.
The talent in this group still needs a
few years to mature. Still, the
potential is there, and hopefully
someday we may see it in a future
album.
O

Tomb Raider II Shows Grave Improvemenl
Video game's sequel upstages its predecessor

BY KEITH FERBER
Statesman Staff
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She's got the body of a supermodel, the
mentality of Indiana Jones, and enough ammo to
stop a small army. Yeah, she's the perfect date,
except this girl is not giving out any kisses, except
perhaps, the kiss of death. Meet the star of Eidos'
Tomb Raider II for Playstation, Lara Croft.
"Lara's Back" has become one the latest buzz
phrases to circulate within the video game
industry. Last year we were first introduced to
the British heroine in an-adventure that brought
us from Peru to the lost city of Atlantis, and now
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Playstation's Tomb Raider 11,starring Lara Croft
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she's back, and on another world-spanning quest.
This time' around Lara is looking for an
ancient dagger. Known as the "Dagger of Xian,"
this weapon, when plunged into the bearer's heart,
will give them the power of the dragon. Back in
ancient China, the emperor held this power and
with his army he claimed the lands that are now
China. However, in his final battle, Tibetan
warrior monks removed the dagger from the
king's heart, and his army fell. The dagger then
was locked up in the Great Wall for safe keeping.
Hundreds of years later, the dagger is again being
sought, and three separate parties are on the hunt
for the dagger, each for a different reason. One
of those parties is Lara.
Tomb Raider II offers vast improvements over
its prequel. The story progresses much better than
the original. It is more complex and in depth, and
as a result, you have a clearer sense of what is
going on (once you get past all the accents of the
characters). Offering more full motion video
sequences the story moves along at a better pace.
The adventure itself has also gained some
improvements. Lara is no longer confined, as in
the previous video game, to searching through
caves and temples, but instead she is able to get
outside for a little fresh air. New locales include
Venice, Italy and the mountains of Tibet plus
many more. The number of levels has also
increased.
The additions to Lara's arsenal deliver the
most bang. Lara carries more weapons this time
around, and a better variety at that. Returning

from the original are her pistols and Uzis, but
additions including the grenade launcher, M-16,
and the harpoon gun give you more death dealingoptions. Lara does not have to walk everywhere,
in some boards she is even given the option of
using vehicles ranging from boats to ski-mobiles.
Graphically, Tomb Raider II has come a long
way from its predecessor. The game and
characters have taken on a sleeker look and lose
the blocky quality inherent in the characters of
the original. Lara also has several different
outfits that she'll don during the game, showing
them off like she's a supermodel. Unfortunately,
the camera angles don't always set her up well
for a photo shoot.
In addition to adding challenges, Tomb Raider
II has also moved to include more traps than the
original, and less of an exploratory feel. Although
the traps are innovating and certainly add
challenges, some players may miss the wide
expanses of the original. For me, the game looses
some of the fun.
The improvements over the original make Tomb
Raider II more than worth while, although the game
could have kept the exploratory feel of the original.
Regardless, Tomb Raider II keeps the innovative
style of the original, and is a solid game with a solid
star. So, if you're ready for the perfect date with
Lara, check out Tomb Raider II, and get ready for
the time of your life. Lara will even wear something
skimpy for you if you make it to the end of the
game-- honestly. L
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thebandNeoCyperChrist and their track,

ThebandsthatjustreleasedBlackout:

"Syntax." They give us 'wanna-shakeyour-body' music, but please guys, I

Electronic Bands DrainLong Island's
Power Resources, have in common an

think we have evolved from the late
'80s acid music, where the only way
to make sense out of a song was to do

experimental and electronic music style,
and LLCO is therefore not high on any
of the band's ranking lists.
For all Steve Buscemi fans, Dystopia
One (featuring Christopher Luna) will be
the band to listen to. Their song, "Steve
Buscemi," is a tribute to this actor, who
has worked with directors such as Martin
Scorcese and Quentin Tarantino.
Mindframe brings an interesting
contribution to this CD. Their track,
"Makeshift," reminds one of an imitation
of the '80s electronic music king, Jean
MichelJarre. However this picture is soon
destroyed when heavy metal mixes in with
the electronic music. The excellent use of
a voicebox makes this song one of the
potential hits on the album.
The closest we get to the nightclub
-
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tecno we all have heard on the radio iswith

BY DANIELANtONIUS
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Produc ing an:
Electronic Blackout
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$1 5 0 Bar Drinks*
Sunday - Thursday

LSD or Speed.
The last track, "What Barbara
Liked Most About the Bahamas," by
(vaginal) cleansing ritual, might not
be what one would call an ereali song,
but it does provide us with a nice
climax to the CD, and it definitely tells
us that-this album is not made to be
all that serious. These bands are
basically just trying to have fun.
This is a CD that deserves
attention because of its fearlessness in
going new ways. However, several of
the songs get too experimental and
lose the musical aspect, which
unfortunately lowers the standard of
the album.
O
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with Valid Driver's License & Current SUNY ID

The Village Way
928-3395
Restaurant & Bar with TVs
Live Entertainment every Thurs., Fri. & Sat. evening
Take-Out Menu * OffPremise Cateringfrom $6.95
I
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*Bud, Coors Light Draft, House Wine, Well Liquor
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YOU REMEMBER, even the evil sand dunes of Planet Nefarious couldn't conquer your remote
controlled vehicles. Your imagination was always in gear. This is the kind of thinking we need at Sanders,
A Lockheed Martin Company

At Sanders, you'll work with top professionals in the industry and enjoy our innovative company
prograrns such as in-house training and a work schedulc which gives you up to 26 Fridays of each
year-plenty of time to explore New Hampshires sandy beaches.

A leader in defense and commercial electronics, Sanders offers you the opportunirty to work with a diverse
range of hot tcdinologies in areas such as tactical communications, surveillance systems,
electronic countermeasures, and telecommunications.

Visit our recruiters when tbheyre on your campus on February 25th. Resumes may also be sent to: Sanders,
A Lodcheed Martin Company, Attn College Reaciting-7549CR, P.O. Box 2029, Nashua, NH
03061-2029; Fax: (603) 885-6398. Email: kelly.adunn@lmrnco.com

We currently have over 75 openings for college graduateswith degrees in the following areas:

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT WWW.SANDERS.COM

COMPUTER SCIENCE

SYSTEMS

ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

$a

0
\O
CD.

or

Applicants selected may be subject to a government securiy investigation and must meet eligibility
requirements for access to classified information. Due to ITAR restrictions, US citizenship required for
most positions. Sanders is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
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